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SUMMARY

Jonpol Explorations Ltd. holds a group of 135 claims in 

Nicolet and Norberg Townships north of Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario. 

This large property is the site of the former copper producer, 

Tribag Mining Company Limited.

As a result of a recently completed helicopter-borne 

magnetic-electromagnetic survey over the Jonpol property, much of 

the previous work on the property was reviewed.

The Jonpol property contains at least five rare Precam 

brian breccia pipes, three of which contain significant mineraliza 

tion. A total of 1.2 million tons, averaging two per cent copper 

end other metal byproducts, was mined from two breccia pipes. The 

mineralized breccias contain a wide variety of metals including 

copper, silver, molybdenum, tungsten, gold, zinc, lead and 

antimony.

Previous workers stated that these breccia pipes were 

rfipreaented by poorly defined magnetic lows. The airborne survey, 

however, revealed that isolated, oval-shaped magnetic highs nearly 

coincide with each of the three mineralized pipwa. Moreover, at 

least four additional magnetic anomalies with equivalent character 

istics are present in the survey area.

It is, therefore, proposed that field work be undertaken 

to isolate and perhaps identify those anomalies on the Jonpol pro 

perty. An area measuring 1.6 by 3.2 kilometres is designated for
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coverage by a ground magnetic survey along picket lines at 120 metres 

or closer. Careful prospecting and detailed survey work is recom 

mended for the actual locations of the airborne magnetic highs. The 

same type of work is required to investigate higher priority con 

ductive zones detected by the eirborne survey.

It is estimated that this work will cost S20,ODD. In all 

likelihood, diamond drilling will be necessary to follow-up this

programme.
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INTRODUCTION

A group of 135 leased and patented claims is held by 

Jonpol Explorations Limited about 70 kilometres north of Sault 

Ste. Marie, Ontario. This large mining property approximately six 

kilometres long by three kilometres wide is the site of the former 

Tribag mine which produced copper and other metal byproducts during 

the period 1967 to 197U.

The mineralization on the property is heated by rare 

breccia pipes, uihich are described in detail by three different Ph.D, 

theses. A wealth of data documented on a multitude of maps attests 

to the intense exploration effort on the property over the past 

twenty years. Nevertheless, large portions of the property are 

drift-covered and untested.

Ulith improved technology, helicopter-borne magnetic sur 

veys have recently proven to be extremely helpful in sorting out 

apparent complex geological terrane. The writer and Mr. Pollock, 

President of Jonpol Explorations, therefore, decided that such a 

survey should be helpful in a new evaluation of the mineral poten 

tial of the property.

The survey, by Aerodat, was flown on December B, 198**, 

and their report with maps is dated February 5, 1985.

PROPERTY

Based on a report by MacGregor (1983), the property con 

sists of 135 patented and leased mining claims described as follows;
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Patented Claims (7) SSM35127, 35120, 35136, 35137, 35UO,
SSM351U3, 35168

leased Claims (126) Expiry Date - July 1. 1985

SSM35129-35133 incl., SSM35135, SSM35138, 
5SM35139, S5M35U1, SSM35U2, 55M35169.

Expiry Date - October 1. 1993
SSM61111-61U1 incl., SSM62168, SSM62183- 
62212 incl., SSM63112-631125 incl., 
SSM63397-63399 incl., SSM63M7, SSM63M8, 
SSM63l*25-63t*2B incl., SSM636142-6365B incl., 
SSM63716, SSM63722-63726 incl., SSMB2563- 
8257D incl., SSM1DU262.

The seven patented claims, having no limitations con 

cerning use, may be held indefinitely as long aa annual tax payments 

are made.

Leases on mining claims, with or uithout surface rights, 

are granted by the Crown for 21 year periods. Use of such property 

is restricted to mining only. Annual taxes are payable and the 

leases may be renewed for subsequent 21 year periods.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The property straddles the boundary between Nicolet and 

Norberg Townships approximately 70 kilometres north of Sault Ste. 

Marie, Ontario.

In this area, 16 kilometres west of the property, Trans- 

Canada highway 17 generally follows the shore of Lake Superior. 

The Ministry of Natural Resources maintains a forestry road pro 

viding access to the property; this road leaves highway 17 approx 

imately 107 kilometres north of Sault Ste. Marie.
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HISTORY

Prospector, Aims Breton first discovered copper on the 

property in 195**, In subsequent years sporadic exploration was 

undertaken by various sponsors until 1962 when Tribag Mining Company 

Limited obtained control of the property. They completed detailed 

diamond drilling and extensive underground development work.

Finally in 1967, under the management of Teck Corporation, 

production commenced on ore hosted by the Breton Breccia.

Low metal prices and virtual exhaustion of ore caused 

termination of production in

Particularly during the sixties extensive exploration was 

undertaken on the property including geological and geophysical 

surveys, and soil sampling in selected areas, all controlled by an 

elaborate grid system. Substantial diamond drilling was based on 

this work.

Including the Breton structure, five breccia pipes were 

discovered; three of which contained significant mineralization. 

Underground development work was undertaken on three structures 

and a copper concentrate containing some silver, zinc, and gold 

was produced from two locations, the Breton and West Breccias.

GEDLOGV

General

There are numerous references which describe various 

aspects of the geology of the area. Map 2251 puhlishnd by the



Ontario government in 1972 provides a regional view of the area 

geology. Armbrust, 1967, Blecha, 1968, end Norman, 1977, have 

submitted Ph.D. theses to their respective institutions concerning 

the geology, geochemistry, uallrock alteration and origin of the 

Breton Breccia. The recently completed airborne magnetic survey 

(1985) assists in the geological interpretation of the area.

In general, the Jonpol property straddles the northeasterly 

trending contact between granitic rocks to the northwest end inter 

mediate to mafic volcanics to the southeast. The granite-volcanic 

assemblage is intruded by felsic and mafic bodies, including two 

ages of diabase.

Along the granite-volcanic contact, within the volcanics, 

five breccia pipes have been discovered since Breton's original 

discovery in 195'*. These peculiar structures, although composed of 

fragments of older rocks, as a unit are amongst the youngest Pre 

cambrian rocks of the area. They are commonly mineralized and are 

the main subject of this report.

Structural neology

There is evidence for a remarkable number of faults on 

the Jonpol property. Some, as displayed on Map 2251 (1972), have 

been identified in rock exposure. Most, however, are indicated by 

the interruption or displacement of magnetic features as shown on 

Figure 2.

Within the Jonpol property faults strike north, northeast, 

east-northeast and east. The major movement along these faults
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appears? to be left-handed.

Previous surveys apparently detected little or no evidence 

for these structures particularly in areas of diabase exposure sug 

gesting that the faults are older than the diabase. Elsewhere a 

fault striking northeasterly in the east sector of the property 

in part coincides with a diabase dyke. Nevertheless those structures, 

although perhaps not apparent in outcrop, are considered to be 

definite zones of weakness.

The presence of the breccia pipes at or near the inter 

section of faults is obvious.

Economic Geology

Since the fifties, several new metal deposits have been 

discovered in the Batchawana Bay area of northern Ontario. These 

deposits are associated chiefly with breccia pipes and also with 

quartz-carbonate veins and porphyry intrusives.

A small porphyry body, 8 kilometres southwest of the 

Jonpol property, contains D.1996 copper and D.05% molybdenite. Ap 

parently this body, 180 metres in diameter, is the same age as the 

breccia pipes.

Several kilometres west of Jonpol, Coppercorp mined two 

per cent copper Bnd minor gold and silver from vuggy quartz-carbonate
f

veins during the period 1965 to 1972.

Sparse pyrite and chalcopyrite occur in the Palmer Breccia 

five kilometres south of the Jonpol property.
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The most important breccia structures are present on the 

Jonpol property, three of five contain significant mineralization 

and ore mineralization has been extracted from two.

GEDLDGY DF BRECCIA PIPES ON JDNPOL PROPERTY

Description and Origin

The known breccia pipes are generally oval-shape in plan 

and range from two to seven hundred metres in length. They are 

composed of fragments of country rock in a matrix of quartz-carbonate, 

The variably-sized fragments may show a displacement, in a vertical 

sense, of up to 100 metres. It is suggested by EUecha (1968) that 

the structures were formed by a pulsating felsic magma initially 

localized by fault induced zones of weakness. Fractures and 

brecciation would result from a recurrence of intrusion and with 

drawal of felsic magma. Mineral-bearing hydrothermal solutions 

were finally emplaced in open fractures which are oval in plan and 

saddle-shaped in section.

Size and Mineralization of Deposits

These dome-like fractures contain a diversity of metals 

including in descending order of importance copper, silver, molyb 

denum, tungsten, gold, zinc, lead and antimony.

In the Breton Breccia chalcopyrite is the principal ore 

mineral and molybdenite, galena, and sphalerite occur in minor 

quantitites. Approximately 1.2 million tons was mined from the 

Breton Breccia at a grade of about two per cent copper.
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A portion of the 1.2 million tons was extracted from the 

West Breccia, B feu kilometres to the aouthueet. There remains at 

least *iO,000 tons of two per cent copper in this breccia. In 1980, 

significant tungsten mineralization was 'found in the West Breccia. 

Bulk sampling indicated a minimum 30,000 tons averaging 0.86 tungsten 

oxide. Antimony in the form of stibnite was also detected in this 

structure.

The largest known structure, the East Breccia, is located 

on the Nicolet-Norberg Township boundary. Drilling and some bulk 

sampling indicate a deposit of 125 million tons with a grade of 0.13 

per cent copper and 0.0** per cent molybdenite (MgSg). A volume of 

**.3 million tons in the northwest sector of the breccia averages 

0.27 p p.r cent copper. Norman (1977) indicates that the copper- 

bearing mineral, chalcopyrite, is associated with magnetite.

Airborne Magnetic R Electromagnetic Surveys

It is indicated in a report by R. li). McGinn (1982) that 

the breccia pipes coincide with magnetic lows. Apparently this 

observation is baaed on ground magnetic surveys conducted during the 

period 1967 to 1973.

The recently conducted airborne magnetic survey (Aerodat, 

1985) failed to substantiate this observation. In fact isolated 

oval-shaped magnetic highs nearly coincide with three of the pipes, 

namely the Breton, West and East Breccias.

As indicated on Figure 1, a small intense circular magnetic
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high lies adjacent to the north contact of the Breton Breccia. An 

anomaly of similar shape and size, but less intensity, coincides 

with the south contact of the West Breccia. The largest and most 

intense magnetic high, within the Jonpol property, coincides with 

the south contact of the East Breccia. Significantly, this structure 

is the largest known breccia pipe on the property and magnetite is 

associated with the chalcopyrite mineralization.

In view of the relationship of magnetic highs with the 

known mineralized breccia pipes, the presence of at least three 

unexplained magnetic highs having similar characteristics is of 

particular significance. These anomalies shown on Figures 1 and 2 

in the east half of the property are located about equidistant north 

and south of the East Breccia anomaly.

A fourth anomaly of similar intensity and size is located 

on the southwest boundary of the property. Mineralization in the 

form of lead, zinc, and silver is depicted on map 2251, apparently 

Intersected in drill holes a few hundred metres west of this 

anomaly. This occurrence is identified as the New Senator-Rouyn 

Ltd.

Various ground magnetic plans from work completed in the 

sixties show absolutely no correlation with the airborne magnetic 

survey. Similarly, a cursory examination of plans displaying several 

other types of geophysical work conducted on the property, including 

induced polarization and self potential, did not indicate the pre 

sence of anomalies coinciding with the airborne magnetic highs.
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Maps oF anomalous metal values from soil samples suggest 

that there is some correlation between the magnetic highs and 

anomalous values. Neither the metal or soil type ia identified 

on the maps. However, a group of apparently anomalous values co 

incides with the south-centre portion of the largest magnetic high 

over the south contact of the East Breccia.

Also, values considered anomalous by the unknown map- 

maker are located immediately southeast of the anomaly north of 

the East Breccia.

In two instances airborne conductive zones appear to 

coincide with known or potential sulphide mineralization. Conductor 

E apparently coincides with base metal mineralization in the West 

Breccia.

Conductor F, a weaker feature, strikes easterly along the 

southwest boundary of the property. The west extension of this 

conductive zone coincides with a prominent magnetic high interpreted 

to possibly represent a breccia pipe. The previously mentioned 

New Scnator-Rouyn metal occurrence is located a few hundred metres 

further west.

None of the other conductors detected appear to correspond 

with actual or potential breccia pipes.

CONCLUSIONS

Results of recently completed airborne magnetic and electro 

magnetic survey on the Jonpol property, formerly known as the Tribag,
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were unexpected end perhaps very significant. Previous ground 

magnetic surveys suggested that mineralized breccia pipes mere 

represented by poorly defined magnetic lows.

In this survey three oval-shaped, isolated, and intense 

magnetic highs approximately correspond to edges of known miner 

alized breccia pipes. These anomalies are interpreted to represent 

magnetic mineralization, probably magnetite, within the breccia 

pipe at a substantial depth below surface. Offset of the magnetic 

peak to the edge of the breccia pipe is considered to reflect the 

inclination of the plunging pipe.

At least four other isolated magnetic anomalies display 

similar shape, size and intensity. Three of those surround the 

large magnetic high associated with the East Breccia. Elsewhere, 

Just beyond the southwest property boundary, a similar magnetic 

high coincides with a conductive zone nearby a lead, zinc, silver 

occurrence.

The three mineralized breccia pipes contain a variety of 

metals including copper, molybdenum, silver, zinc, lead, gold, 

tungsten and antimony. Although copper urns the major mtital pro 

duced in the past, there is no reason that one of the other more 

profitable metals of the group forms ore in an undiscovered pipe.

A field programme designed to locate and test the 

anomalous magnetic features would be expected tn find breccia 

pipes. Considering the diversity of targets, with a thorough pro 

gramme, there is an excellent chance of finding and developing ore 

mineralization.
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The scope of the field programme should also include the 

identification and evaluation of higher priority conductive zones 

located by the airborne survey.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In an effort to locate and ultimately evaluate the 

anomalous magnetic features interpreted to represent breccia pipes, 

it is recommended that additional field work be undertaken. 

Initially, it is proposed that this work be in the form of a ground 

magnetic survey along picket linea at intervals of 120 metres or 

less. In the east sector of the property, the area that should be 

covered is equivalent to approximately 32 claims or an area 1.6

by 3.2 kilometres. Approximately 52 kilometres (32 miles) of picket 
(

line and survey would be required.

The locations of the individual anomalies require some 

special attention. It is, therefore, proposed that detailed survey 

lines be established and that careful prospecting be undertaken in 

these areas. Boil sampling might also he considered. This type of 

uork is also applicable to the locations of stronger conductive 

zones Eilsewhere on the property.

Thereafter, a diamond drill programme will likely be 

necessary which would form a second phase of the field work.

Cost of the initial work is estimated as follows,
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1. Establishment of grid with lines at 120 metre
intervals . . , . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . 810,000.

2. Magnetic survey along 52 kilometres of picket
line . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S 5,000.

3. Allocations for detailed magnetic survey,
prospecting and sampling . . . . , . . . . . . . . S 5,000.

This initial programme is, therefore, estimated to cost 

820,000. Prior to initiating this project some consultative en 

quiries should be made to determine the reason for the lack of cor 

relation between the airborne and previously conducted ground 

magnetic surveys.

Respectfully submitted, 

SHIELD GEOPHYSICS LIMITED,

Timmins, Ontario, 

March 8, 1985.

R. J. BradshBu), P. Eng., 

Geologist.
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Jonpol Explorations Limited, 
908 - 111 Richmond St. W., 
Toronto, Ontario M5H 2Gt*.

Dear Sirs:

US' Ground Magnetic Survey 
on a portion of 
former Tribag property

In a report dated March 8, 1983, the writer rec 
ommended that a ground magnetic survey he undertaken on an 
area straddling the Nicolet-Norberg Township boundary within 
a large patented group of claims known as the Tribag property. 
A helicopter-borne survey had detected severn! isolated mag 
netic anomalies. Some of these features appeared to he 
associated with mineralized breccia pipes.

The ground survey was conducted by James Tough 
during the month of June using a Geometrics GB16 magneto 
meter and an EDA tiOQ constant recorder at the base station.

Within the survey area, three airborne magnetic 
anomalies display characteristics similar to one associated 
with the East Breccia. One of the magnetic features is 
covered by a small lake adjacent to the Nicolet-Norberg Town 
ship boundary. Therefore, only two of the magnetic features 
of interest were covered by the ground magnetic survey.

Each of these airborne magnetic features are similar 
in shape and size. The largest anomaly, having an oval shape, 
measured about BOO by 500 metres and coincided with the south 
west contact of the East Breccia. The remaining satellite 
magnetic features, of unknown origin, are circular in shape 
having a diameter of about 300 metres.

...2
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On the ground magnetic survey plan the magnetic higha 
of interest generally display characteristics different to 
those on the airborne map. The magnetic high coinciding with 
the southwest contact of the East Breccia covers about the 
same area but is irregular in shape and is composed of a clump 
of magnetic highs generally trending southwesterly. The 
feature to the north, oval-shaped on the airborne plan, is 
represented by a lens-shaped high and an adjacent smaller oval- 
shaped high. These features have been intersected by previous 
drilling which intersected mainly diabase. Only the edge of 
the magnetic high within the lake in the northeast of the sur 
vey area was detected by the ground magnetic survey.

The anomaly southeast of the East Breccia, although 
smaller than indicated on the airborne survey plan, is similar 
in shape. Moreover, it is the most intense and prominent mag 
netic high within the survey area. It appears to plunge 
southerly and is likely in part caused by magnetite mineraliza 
tion. Its shape suggests a pipe-like structure perhaps a 
volcanic vent or breccia pipe. Fracturing associated with this 
type of structure may host precious or base metals.

It is, therefore, proposed that this magnetic anomaly 
be drilled to determine its cause and whether or not significant 
mineralization is present. Two 150 metre holes are shown on the 
accompanying magnetic plan.

Elsewhere, just to the west of the survey grid and 
south of the mine road, the strongest conductor on the property 
is located. It is proposed that this conductive zone be located 
by reconnaissance V/LF electromagnetic survey and that, if 
merited, it be tested by drilling. A programme of 2000 feet 
(610 metres) of drilling is estimated tn cost #50,000.

Respectfully submitted, 

SHIELD GEOPHYSICS LIMITED,

RJB:pd R\ J. Bradshaw, P. Eng.



BELL-WHITE ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES LTD.
P.O. BOX 1 87, HAILEYBURY. ONTARIO TEL: 672-31O7

Qfcrttfiratr of Analpia
NO. B516-85

SAMPLE (S) OF: Core (5)

SAMPLE (S) FROM: Mr - Ron Bradshaw
Shield Geophysics Limited

DATE: August 16, 1985 

RECEIVED: August, 1985

Sample No, 

1-1 

1-2 

1-3 

l - 4

Copper ppm 

260

68

72 

620

7o Copper Zinc ppm 

175

1046 

166

3060

JP-1 2780

** Checked

IN ACCORDANCE WITH LONG-ESTABLISHED NORTH 
AMERICAN CUSTOM. UNLESS IT IS SPECIFICALLY STATED 
OTHERWISE GOLD AND SILVER VALUES REPORTED ON 
THESE SHEETS HAVE NOT BEEN ADJUSTED TO COMPEN 
SATE FOR LOSSES AND CAINS INHERENT IN THE FIRE 

ASSAY PROCESS,

BELL-WHITE ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES LTD.

ft*.



BELL-WHITE ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES LTD.
P.O. BOX 187, HAILEYBURY, ONTARIO TEL: 672-31O7

Qkrttfirat?
NO. 15197 DATE: August 28, 1985

SAMPLE (S) OF: Core (10) RECEIVED: August, 1985

SAMPLE(S) FROM: Mr. R. J. Bradshaw, Shield Geophysics Ltd.

Sample No. 

3-1 

3-2 

3-3 

3-4 

3-5 

3-6 

3-7 

3-8 

3-9 

3-10

Oz. Gold 

Trace 

Trace 

Trace 

Trace 

Trace 

Trace 

Trace 

Trace 

Trace 

Trace

Oz. Silver 

0.02 

0.03 

Trace 

0.07 

0.02 

0.06 

0.02 

0.22 

0.02 

0.12

Note: Copper and Zinc analyses to follow.

IN ACCORDANCE WITH LONG.ESTABLISHED NORTH 
AMERICAN CUSTOM. UNLESS IT IS SPECIFICALLY STATED 
OTHERWISE GOLD AND SILVER VALUES REPORTED ON 
THESE SHEETS HAVE NOT BEEN ADJUSTED TO COMPEN 
SATE FOR LOSSES AND GAINS INHERENT IN THE FIRE

BELL-WHITE ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES LTD.

fm.



BELL-WHITE ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES LTD.
P.O. BOX 187, HAILEYBURY. ONTARIO TEL: 672-3107

Gfrrttfirate
NO. B549-85 DATE: August 29, 1985

SAMPLE (S) OF: Core (10) RECEIVED: August, 1985

SAMPLE(S) FROM: Mr. R. J. Bradshaw, Shield Geophysics Ltd.

Sample No, 

3-1 

3-2 

3-3 

3-4 

3-5 

3-6 

3-7 

3-8 

3-9 

3-10

Copper ppm 

380 

460 

320 

880 

420 

640 

400 

2200 

540 

320

Zinc ppm

158

152

128

246

360 

2200

278

392

136 

4100

IN ACCORDANCE WITH LONG -ESTABLISHED NORTH 
AMERICAN CUSTOM, UNLESS IT IS SPECIFICALLY STATED 
OTHERWISE GOLD AND SILVER VALUES REPORTED ON 
THESE SHEETS HAVE NOT BEEN ADJUSTED TO CO M PEN- 
SATE FOR LOSSES AND CAINS INHERENT IN THE FIRE 

ASSAY PBOCJF6S.

BELL-WHITE ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES LTD.

p.*.
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September 2k, 1 985.
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Jonpol Explorations Limited, 
9D8 - 111 Richmond St. Id., 
Toronto, Ontario M5H 2G*4.

Dear 

Re:

Sirs: 

Diamond
IMorbercL
(Former

Drillinq Programme
S Nicolet Township^
Tribag Property)

Ontario

A helicopter-borne magnetic-electromagnetic survey 
was carrind out over this large property comprised nf ap 
proximately 135 patented claims. ThreR oval-shaped magnetic 
highs approximately coincided with kncwn mineralized breccia 
pipes. Other features of similar shape and magnitude were 
interpreted to represent possible breccia pipes.

Subsequently, the portion of the property of interest 
along the Norberg-Nicolet Township boundary was covered by a 
ground magnetic survey controlled by picket lines at 100 metre 
intervals. At the same time, those areas underlain by signi 
ficant magnetic features were carefully prospected for miner 
alized rock exposures. The prospecting venture failed to find 
any significant mineralization.

Within the surveyed area there are four oval-shaped 
airborne magnetic anomalies including the one approximately 
coinciding with the mineralized East Breccia. Onthe ground 
magnetic survey plan only one of these features displayed 
characteristics similar to the airborne anomalies. This 
feature was subsequently tested by drilling. The other fea 
tures, although having considerable magnetic relief, consisted 
of a series of lenticular magnetic highs and lows within an 
oval-shaped area. It is concluded that the simple magnetic 
highs displayed on the airborne map resulted from computer 
"smoothing" of less detailed data along flight lines having 
greater spacings than the picket lines serving as control for 
the ground magnetic survey.

...2
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During the period July 30 to September 13, 1985, four 
holes totalling 1678 feet were drilled to teat geophysical 
features within the area of the ground magnetic survey.

As indicated above, holes 85-1 and 85-2 were drilled 
tn test a magnetic feature having similar characteristics on the 
airborne and ground magnetic plans. It is an oval-shaped 
intense high of modest dimensions, approximately 110 by 160 
metres onthe ground magnetic plan. The drill holes intersected 
a variety of rock types. A local concentration of magnetite 
in diabase appears to have caused the magnetic target. A 
narrow section of 2.U feet in hole 85-1 assayed 0.036 and 0.26 
02. of gold and silver per ton respectively. Within this 
section is a two inch quartz-carbonate vein with sphalerite, 
galena and chalcopyrite.

The results frnm this drilling did not justify further 
drill testing of other magnetic features. The strongest con 
ductive zone detected within the property by the airborne sur 
vey formed the target for holes 85-3 and 05-^.

Hole 85-3 collared in a mineralized lean iron forma 
tion. It contains stringers and clots of pyrrhotite, pyrite, 
minor chalcopyrite as well as graphite. The presence of 
secondary guartz variably mineralized with sulphides indicated 
some potential for precious metals. Although assays confirmed 
the presence of low copper and zinc values, no significant 
gold or silver values were detected.

In the meantime while waiting for assay results, 
hole 85-U was drilled below hole 85-3. It failed to encounter 
the mineralized lean iron formation. Further drilling would be 
required to establish the attitude of the iron formation, an 
exercise not justified by the results from hole 85-3.

The nature and extent of further work on the Norberg- 
Nicolet Townships property would be dependent upon much improved 
metal prices. This limited programme suggests some potential 
for silver-bearing lead-zinc veins of the type mined at the 
Prace mine in Vankoughnet Township to the south.

Respectfully submitted, 

SWELD GEOPHYSICS LIMITED,

RJB:pd R. J. Bradshaw, P. Eng.



DIAMOND DRILL RECORD

LOCATION ....k5.lQ.QE..

ELEVATION

PROPERTY ..,.....JE!\!PDL.MPkQ^

TOWNSHIP .......l!J.Q.^.IaB^.O....T.P.yn3.hi.P...................................................................................PAGENO. ............1.....................

.................................................... CORE LOCATION .....n?.i nJB..J5Ue..................................... STARTED ....,.,..,July...30.,.....l?85.

............................................ DIRECTION ...............(V....2Q.0 ..W........................................... COMPLETED ....../i\u.g.,.......3. )..J..985

............................................ DIP ...........................50 0..........;............................................ DIPTESTS ........25Q.'.,..-..A6 0............

.............. ; ............................. DEPTH .......................^.l..1..........................,......................,. .,.J.9...CP.rB.....(i5D.!.....':...f*.?*.!!...........,

DEPTH FEET/METRES

D - 30

-5H - U P,

UB - 52.6

52.6 - 186

0

[

FORMATION - MINERALIZATION

Casing - overburden.

Diabase: orey-black, medium to coarse grained.

large plagioclose crystals, much hematite stain.

stronqly fractured uith pyrite on fractures;

first foot is uell foliated at **5 0 , grey gneissic

rock.

Aqqlomeiate-Tuf f : green-grey colour with 3D 0

contact; lapilli are semi-rounded grey-uhite

aphanitic fragments in buff-qreen fine qr. matrix

^6-5^ U n q tz-carb banded zone at 20 0 to c. a.

qrey, black, pink seams; specks of py,

chalcopyrite, molybdenite; diss. py,

slight cpy in uallrock

Mafic Volcanic Pious: dark green, v.f.gr.,

massive but strongly fractured epidote-qtz-carb

8. some pyrite fill fractures: primary foliation

marked bv epidote at about 50 0 .

52.6-59 pink S salmon coloured, coarse grained

after hematite; probably granitized

)rilled By ......fu.nk.. Drilli n.g......... ....................................

SAMPLE 
NO.

1-1

Sig

WIDTH 
OF SAMPLE

6.0

AU/DZ

Tr

Ag/oz

Tr

ned tJL^ 
^SHlELb GEOPHYSICS LIMITED



DIAMOND DRILL RECORD
PROPERTY ...........JUNFm....femM3AJ^^^^^

TOWNSHIP ......

LOCATION

ELEVATION

CORE LOCATION 

DIRECTION ..........

DIP ........................

DEPTH ..................

STARTED ......

COMPLETED 

DIP TESTS ....

DEPTH FEET/METRES

186 - 1914.1*

19i4.a - 236

236 - 33*4

m

FORMATION - MINERALIZATION

126.0-131.0 softer chloritic section with

foliation at about 50 0

137.5-138.5 qtz-carb strs. with pyrite at 50 0

U1-U5 chloritic, little vuggy

Felsic Intrusive: grey, medium grained, moderatel\

soft with contacts at 50"; some rounded pink

phenocrysts near contact; 1096. pyrite, sliqht

chalcopyrite throughout.

166-191

Mafic Volcanic or Diabase: black, fine grained,
moderately hard, thoroughly broken and pyritized

(1096).

195-219 only 5 1 of fragments

219-236 fragments of core with 1096 pyrite

Diabase: grey-green, medium to coarse grained,

generally massive, few fractures with abundant

chlorite; some carbonate strs. up to X" contain

pyrite and sphalerite grains; qtz strs. up to 1"

with epidote and pyrite; preceding section may be

SAMPLE 
NO.

1-2

1-3

WIDTH 
OF SAMPLE

5.0

17.0

Au/oz

Tr

Tr

Ag/oz

Tr

Tr

fractured equivalent of diabase.

Drilled By Signed,
SHIELD GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

PAP . t-69



DIAMOND DRILL RECORD
PROPERTY JUiMruL. c.Ari.urtHi luiva LTD. HOLENO. ®5~^

TOWNSHIP Norberg Township .......................................................PAGE NO. .................?..

LOCATION

ELEVATION

CORE LOCATION 

DIRECTION ...,..,. 

DIP ........................

DEPTH ...,....,....,,

STARTED ......

COMPLETED 

DIP TESTS ....

DEPTH FEET/METRES

331* - 1*51

1*51

ft

FORMATION - MINERALIZATION

281* 5" ptz str. @ i*5 0 with minor ovrite

and chalcoovrite
298.0-300.1* vuqqy fractured pyritized section

followed by 2" qtz-carb pyrite,

sphalerite, galena, cpy vein at 20 0 ;

typical Prace Ag vein

306.5 1" carbonate str. @ 1*0" with ovrite

S sphalerite crystals
Intermediate Volcanic Flow: liqht qreen, v.f.qr.

massive with numerous carbonate fractures;

contain conformable sections of diabasic textured

rock up to several feet in width.

375 1/8" pyrite-sphalerite bearing

calcite str. 8 5D0

1*27 feather-like texture suggesting

water deposition

1*1*9 fracture as at 375'

END.

SAMPLE 
NO.

1-1*

WIDTH 
OF SAMPLE

2.1*

Au/oz

0.036

Ag/oz

0.26

Drilled By Signed.
SHIELD GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

f.tt.f. - 1-69



DIAMOND DRILL RECORD

LOCATION

ELEVATION

PROPERTY ........,....fflP.Ck...E.XJ:!L.pRATIONS.

TOWNSHIP ..........J.PJMm..IPwns|?.iiP,,...........,...,..,,........................,.........,...,.,.....PAGENO. .................L...............

.1.5...m..E...of...L5+PP.E...on................... CORE LOCATION .......m.i.P.?....S.i.te.................................. STARTED ..........,....^.y.9.u..st...6.;.....1.96.5.

..I.,.L,...g±50S;....?.t.65S........................ DIRECTION ,................N..20*..U..........;............................. COMPLETED ........MQU.s.t ..?.,....19.85.

..,.......................................................................' DIP ...............................SB.?................................,................... DIPTESTS ............?5n.:....-,..f*.2..5 (:.........

......................................-.....................,....,...... DEPTH .......

DEPTH FEET/METRES

0-13

13 - 55

55 - 162.6

162.6 - 28*4.0
A

FORMATION - MINERALIZATION

Casinc - overburden.

Mafic Volcanic Flow: dark qreen, v. Fine qrained f
chloritic^ zones of flow breccia (?) marked by

white carbonate filling and minor pyrite; some

epidote seaming.

25-26 white R oink carbonate fillino

fractures of variable attitude

35-^1 dark arev f. drained diabase at 70"

to core axis

Diabase: dark grey, f. to coarse grained grading
from contact; altered pyroxene in matrix of

altered feldspar; occasional zones of pyrite

dissemination: also considerable dark brown

metallic which looks like magnetite.

15**. 5-157. 5 zone of calcite mainly R epidote

porphyroblasts associated with

feldspathic pink seams @ **0 0

Mafic Volcanic Flows: as above but generally mort

carbonatized fc more epidote.

SAMPLE 
NO.

WIDTH 
OF SAMPLE

^^ ' ^

i

s

Drilled By .........f.W.nHL.Pri 1.1 i ng. Signed
ELD GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

f At. - 1-M



DIAMOND DRILL RECORD
PROPERTY .A............Jpjyrp.LO^
TOWNSHIP .....,....A9.rM^ ...,.........,...?..

LOCATION

ELEVATION

CORE LOCATION 

DIRECTION ......,..

DIP ...........,...........

DEPTH ........,.,.,..

STARTED ......

COMPLETED 

DIP TESTS ....

DEPTH FEET/METRES
'. ' '

26^ - 289

269 - 336

336 - 399

399 - i* 22

A

FORMATION - MINERALIZATION

16*4 3" qtz str. @ i*5 0 with some epidote

and sericite

2D3 2" banded qtz str. @ 25" marked by
chlorite seams; sli. py fc po

26*4 recrystallized with feathery chlorite
269.5 1.5" qt| str. @ BO0 to c. a.

273.0 tt" pink calcite filling 25" fracture

2B0.5-2B1.5 irregular arey diabase

Diabase: with contacts at 30 R l*50 .

Carbonatized Mafic Volcanic Tuff: dark oreen

med. qrained with recrystallixed pronounced

foliation at 75"; banded chlorite and carbonate.

323-327 brown massive carbonate at 750

Carbonatized Mafic Volcanic Flows: as above.

350 6" dark grey diabase

Carbonatized Mafic Volcanic Tuff: as above with

prominent carbonate-chlorite foliation at 700 .
^17-^21 grey porphyritic diabase at **5 0

SAMPLE 
NO.

WIDTH 
OF SAMPLE

-

'

Drilled By Signed.
SHIELD GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

- l 69



DIAMOND DRILL RECORD
PROPERTY ............JeNPm...OEt5RATJM5,.kTfi.f..........................................^
TOWNSHIP ...,.....N.P.:rMr.a..IPW.n..8.hl^ ..............3...

LOCATION

ELEVATION

CORE LOCATION 

DIRECTION ...........

DIP ........................,

DEPTH .................,

STARTED ......

COMPLETED 

DIP TESTS ....

DEPTH FEET/METRES

1*22 - 1453

: "- i*53

A

FORMATION -MINERALIZATION

IMipissinq Diabase or Gabbro: areen. medium to

coarse qrained generally massive fc unfoliated wiU

chlorite and carbonate as main constituents.

1*1*8.0-4*50.0 foliated carbonate S chlorite at 70 0

END.

"

~

SAMPLE 
NO.

WIDTH 
OF SAMPLE

*

Drilled By Signed.
SHIELD GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

. . I-M



DIAMOND DRILL RECORD

LOCATION ..

ELEVATION

PROPERTY .....J.Q.!V.P..P^

TOWNSHIP .....!y.iCplBt...Touin8hip.....................................................................................PAGE NO. ................1.................

STARTED ..........Ajjgust.,.1.2.,....l9B5..

COMPLETED ....fluQUS.t...2.4.,....13B5..

SP!/.................................................. DIPTESTS ......................................................
308' Bq core

CORE LOCATION ........JCaijnfi...ai.tR.................................

DIRECTION .....,..,,.,,AZ.*...33D'........,........,.............V .

DEPTH

DEPTH FEET/METRES

0 - 22.5

22.5 - 85.0

s

ft

FORMATION - MINERALIZATION

Casinq (overburden) .

Lean Iron Formation: dark green, v. f. or", in par

chloritic with epidote stringers, clots S strs. of

pyrrhotite E pyrite; minor chalcopyrite,

sphalerite, as clots; original qtz is grey-black,

secondary qtz is grey-uhite; some narrow sections

of graphite.

26.2-31.2 496 po-py. 3" orev-uhite Qtz str. * po

32.5-37.5 1296 po-pv-cpy, 10" of 2ndarv Qtz

37.5-4*3.0 496 po-py, sli. cpy, total of 1' gfey-

uihite qtz strs. at 450
46.5-51.5 4" irrea. orev-uhite qtz. 296 po-ov-cpy 
51.5-57.5 St po-py mainly uith 12" R 3"

sections of graphite

57.5-64.0 chloritic with epidote

64.0-68.5 50# graphitic; 696 po-py, minor cpy

68. 5-74.0 2' grey-white qtz @ 500 ; heavy po-py

at cont. cpy forms on edges, I. F.

banded at 40"

SAMPLE 
NO.

3-1

3-2

3-3

3-4

3-5

3^6

3-7

WIDTH 
OF SAMPLE

5.0

5.0

5.5

5.0

6.0

4.5

5.5

Cu/ppm

3an
460

320

860

420

^

640

400

Zn/ppm

-

158 .

152

128

246

360

2200

278

AU/OZ

Tr

Tr

Tr

Tr

Tr

Tr

Tr

Ag/oz

.02

.03

Tr

.07

.02

.06

.02

Drilled By " Signed
SHIELO GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

- I-M



DIAMOND DRILL RECORD
PROPERTY ...............,..ap.!m...o.p..^
TOWNSHIP ........................................................................................................................................PAGENO. ...............2..

LOCATION

ELEVATION

CORE LOCATION 

DIRECTION .........,

DIP ................,.......

DEPTH .................,

STARTED ......

COMPLETED 

DIP TESTS ....

DEPTH FEET/METRES

85 - 122

122 - 163.5

163.5 - 205.0

205 - 217

217 - 25*4

-

ft

FORMATION - MINERALIZATION

7*4.0-79.5 2' of grey-white qtz; 2596 po-py,

21 cpy

balance is chloritic with much po, minor cpy

79.5-8*4.5 2096 po, minor py; minor sphalerite

102-10*4 carbonate-filled irreg. fract.

110 1" carb-otz str. @ ^O". oo-ov

Mafic Volcanic Floui: dark oreen. f. or., some

epidote, chloritic.

118.5-122.0 V sulphide vein @ *450 with 3096 sph,

7D96 po

Diabase: dark green, f. to m. gr.; fairly massive
epidote spots fc seams.

Altered Intermediate Volcanic: grey-pink; feldspa

epidotized, f. gr. to granular.

Diabase:

Altered Intermediate Volcanic: qfey with salmon

coloured feldspathic seams which tend to alter all

rock.

221 *4" white qtz str. @ 60C ; slight py

SAMPLE 
NO.

3-8

3-9

3-10

,hic,

WIDTH 
OF SAMPLE

5.5

6.0

3.5

Cu/ppm

2200

51*0

320

Zn/ppm

392

136

MOO

Au/oz

Tr

Tr

Tr

Ag/oz

.22

.02

.12

MMWMBM*.

Drilled By Signed.
SHIELD GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

- I-M



DIAMOND DRILL RECORD
PROPERTY ...............JPSL.M^M^.I.I.fi!!!?....':19.r

TOWNSHIP ...,.............,,,................,.................,.....,......,......

.HOLE NO.........05-?..

.PAGE NO. ..............1.

LOCATION

ELEVATION

CORE LOCATION 

DIRECTION ..........

DIP ..............,........

DEPTH ..................

STARTED ......

COMPLETED 

DIP TESTS ....

DEPTH FEET/METRES

25U - 308

308

A

[

FORMATION - MINERALIZATION

231 seam of 1/8" carb-chlorite, ali. pv

follouina fract. alona core axia

23*1.5 2" qtz str. @ ^5 0 , ali. po-pv

239 breccia fault over 1.5" filled uith

carbonate

2*40-25** fractured S brecciated

25** t*" grey qtz str. @ 1*5"

Diabase: epidotized, carbonatized, altered uith

feu inclusions of uallrock.

288-289 white qtz v. uith chlorite, sli. py

END.

.

)rilledBv ................................................................................................

SAMPLE 
NO.

Sig

WIDTH 
OF SAMPLE

ned ^

L     |

^
SHIELD GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

- I-M



DIAMOND DRILL RECORD
PROPERTY ........ffi?^L.5*?M

TOWNSHIP ....J,i.c.P.l.el..lpiJnship PAGENO- .................1................

LOCATION .......20.6.!...at...Az....1.5.0"..from.............:.. COREU)CATION............MnB....B.i.feB............................. STARTED ...........Mgus.lL.26..,.

.............................hole...^^................................................... DIRECTION ...................... A.?..,...13D.0................................. COMPLETED .....S.BR.1U...1.3.......

.......................................................................................................... DIP ...........,........................f?.5"..;........................................... DIPTESTS .......................................

ELEVATION ..................................................................... f ............ DEPTH ..............................AfM?..!............................................ ..M.. c.P.re......................................

PEPTH FEET/METRES

0-7

7 - A7

W - 216

216 - 239

m

FORMATION - MINERALIZATION

Casino - overburden.

Mafic Volcanic Flows: v. f. or. dark oreen.

massive, numerous seams of epidote, some chlorite.

few rusty fractures.

**7 1/8" carb-filled fault at 200 with

adjacent // fracturing, sli. pyrite

Diabase: dark blue-areen. coarse arained.
massive, occasionally chloritic, fractured fc/or
epidotized over narrow widths.

79 pink carb-filled fracture @ 35 0

93-98 several fractures up to Jfe" filled

with pink carbonate

127 pink carbonate fc qtz-filled fault @

3D 0 ; 1.5" wide

1t46.5-U9.5 schistose mafic volcanics @ 50C to

c. a.

156-216 f. gr. to v. f. gr. phase of diabase
Intermediate Volcanic Tuff: altered to bands of

biotite, epidote, some qtz at about 70" to c. a.;

SAMPLE 
NO.

WIDTH 
OF SAMPLE

DrilledBy ...............Ewnk....P^.i.l..Un.g...,,,,,..,,.,......,,....,,., Signed..
GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

f .A*. - i-et



DIAMOND DRILL RECORD
PROPERTY .................JDNP.OL..EXPLORAT.IONS...L.TD,....................................................HOLE NO...........flS-fr................

TOWNSHIP . ..m . m^^.^.^.mm~..m^.mm^^mmmm^mm.......mmmmmnnm^.....m

LOCATION

ELEVATION

CORE LOCATION. 

DIRECTION ...........

DIP ...........,............

DEPTH ...................

STARTED ......

COMPLETED 

DIP TESTS ....

DEPTH FEET/METRES

239 - 359

,

359 - 4,38.7

1*38.7 -4,59.0

4*59 - 4,66

4*66

A

FORMATION - MINERALIZATION

Mafic Volcanic Flows: f. qr., dark green, massive

feu seams and patches of epidote.

288-319 diabase as above; med. grained

3t*t* 2" banded qtz-carb filling fracture

@ 25" to c. a.

Carbonatized Mafic Intrusive: dark preen, v. f. c
massive, with disseminated carbonate porphyroblast

throughout, feathery porphyroblasts are less than
1 mm in diameter, sharp contacts - perhaps diorite

Felsic Volcanic Tuff: arev-broun. aphanitic.

banded at **5 0 and fractured.

**t*i* fc" carbonate-filled fracture 0 3D0
Carbonatized Mafic Intrusive: as above with sharf
contact S 4*5".

EMO.

SAMPLE 
NO.

1

r..
s

*

'

WIDTH 
OF SAMPLE

.

Drilled By Signed.
SHIELD GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

r A*. . I-N
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LEGEND

Measurement station along picket line 

r*10 Measurement of the earth's total magnetic field in gammas
r •A00 ""~")

Magnetic contour 

Magnetic depression

Base station location-, EDA PPM 4OO recorder cycled 
at 30 second Intervals

INSTRUMENT: Geometrics 6816 magnetometer

SYMBOLS

O Drill holt location 

f Fault 

V Proposed drill holt

'V*l

- Hit

IDE

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY 

JONPOL EXPLORATIONS LTD.
Nicolet and Norberg Townships, Ontario

SCALE 
:2500

O mttrw* 50 IOO 190

NORBERG TWP O f*tt ISO 430

by Shield G eophysics L imited

July

i:
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